Abstract. An investigation of the response of a physical pendulum to time delay filtered inputs was conducted. It was shown that the physical pendulum model is more accurate than the simple pendulum for modelling the dynamic response of overhead cranes with loads hanging from hooks. Based on the physical pendulum model a Specified Time Delay filter for an experimental mini overhead crane was synthesized. While somewhat limited in the scope by the hardware conditions placed in the system, the results provide basic insights into the successful application of the Time Delay Filtering method to overhead cranes.
Introduction
An outstanding branch of research effort in vibration control of flexible structures has focused its application on gantry cranes [1] [2] [3] . The use of gantry cranes for the safe handling of payloads requires limitation of transient sway and residual oscillation. Much of the work done up to now on crane vibration control has been based on dynamic models similar to the single-pendulum with an inflexible massless cable [4] . A double pendulum planar crane with a joint between both cable segments is proposed in [5] , but the particle model for the load still remains. Hoisting of the load is taken into account by a simple pendulum model keeping the massless cable unchanged in [6] . Anyway a concentrated mass particle and a massless cable are the most appealing common options for the dynamic models of the work done until the present in feedforward crane control. However this consideration is not insignificant. For certain types of payload and riggings, the payload mass is comparable to the cable mass, or the mass hangs from a hook without a cable. If this is the case, the system behaves like a physical pendulum. For these systems the dynamics can become slightly different from a single pendulum due to the effects of inertia. There is a lack of research relative to the application of vibration control techniques with dynamic models based on physical pendulum. However this model performs better in several cases. Overhead transportation systems feed components to warehouses and manufacturing cells in industry and mining. Such operations usually imply moving different types of solids hanging from hooks Fig. 1(a) . Cancelling the transient sway avoids contact between accustomed pieces and surroundings. Cancelling the residual vibration at the end of the motion facilitates the operation of loading and unloading the pieces. All this represents a strategic advantage for the overhead transportation system. Note that the physical-pendulum dynamic model is well suited for these systems.
The natural frequency ω n of a hanging rigid solid vibration ω n = L mc mg/I o , is a function of the mass centre position L mc and the pivot point moment of inertia I o , as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Both parameters change from rigid solid to rigid solid following a random distribution. For that reason the natural frequency of the hanging pieces is poorly defined and little more can be anticipated than such distribution will have a local maximum and a local minimum.
For this reason a decision was made to develop an inexpensive experimental mechanical system device representative of the flexible machines type mentioned above that would allow applying vibration control methods to cancel the sway and the residual vibration by using a physical pendulum model representative of overhead transportation systems of hanging pieces. To be a good candidate the flexible machine had to conform to four criteria:
1. It should be a simple and well-known mechanical system whose performance is limited by its flexibility. In addition, the solutions of the system's differential equations should be qualitatively known but exact equations have not been encountered before. 2. The system's frequency parameters should be easy to change in order to get a wide variety of frequency responses that will need a robust solution. 3. The system should be inexpensive and easy to build. 4. The results of the measurement should be as close as possible to the theoretical predicted values.
A Bob-rod combination was chosen as global payload for a mini-overhead crane. The main advantage for considering this system as a good candidate consist on affordable the it is a affordable installation of a sensor where the rod is pinned to the trolley in order to measure the deviation of the payload from a vertical position. In this way it is feasible to develop a fair experimental dynamic analysis of the Bob-rod physical pendulum. In addition, the natural frequency of the systems varies as the Bob changes position.
Available methods of vibration suppression include, stiffening the structure, smoothing the acceleration and deceleration ramps for a given trapezoidal velocity profile, increasing the damping of the control system, and filtering the command signals. The first two options require the addition of mass and the availability of a programmable device driver for the motor thus there are speed and cost penalties. For the last option mentioned if the filter has few coefficients the filtering process can be carried out in real time in order to generate command signals that do not excite the unwanted system dynamics. If this is the case, the type of Time Delay Filters with very few coefficients is the most appealing option for real time applications [7] [8] [9] . This paper develops a specified Time Delay Filter for the overhead mini-crane command generator that helps to reduce these problems. 
Time delay filtering versus input shaping, a brief review
Posicast based control, was perhaps the earliest form of Time Delay Filtering. Posicast was originally proposed by O.J.M. Smith to cancel the oscillatory behavior of under damped systems. One of the earliest textbook descriptions of Posicast can be found in Smith's 1958 book [10] . Smith showed how accurate knowledge of the system damping and damped natural frequency could be used to split a step input, thus any vibration induced by the first part of the step is cancelled by the vibration induced by a later portion of the step as shown in the overall Fig. 2 . In this way Smith synthesized a feedforward dynamic compensator that cancels overshoot in the system step response Fig. 3 . The equivalent time delay filter of the posicast control is composed of two impulses
Where, the impulses amplitudes are given by A 0 = In general only a simple model is used to design a posicast control. Unfortunately, posicast control is very sensitive to modelling errors; small modelling errors lead to significant levels of residual vibration. There has been an increased interest in the development of techniques to desensitize this feedforward controller to uncertainties in the system model. Singer and Seering in the late of 1990 proposed a technique named Input Shaping [11] that was able to overcome this problem later on. Input shaping is nearly the same as Time Delay Filtering. The filter coefficients are equivalent to the impulses amplitudes of a shaper. These impulses are convolved with the command and this new reference command, the shaped command, is then introduced to the mechanical system. If the system fulfils the condition for being linear the response to the shaped command can be obtained as the sum of the response to the primary command plus the response to the sequence of impulses, the vibration caused by this sequence is given by
Where
This short sequence of impulses of amplitude A i applied to time t i is designed to be self cancelling. And this is the primary constraint established for the design of the simplest shaper [12] , the amplitude of the residual vibration caused by the sequence of impulses must sum to zero.
To minimize the time delay, the first impulse must be placed at time zero:
Solving Eqs (5) (6) and (7) for the simplest case filter with only two impulses becomes a matrix of the form
where ω is the natural frequency and ζ is the damping ratio. Using the input shaping nomenclature it is named Zero Vibration shaper (ZV) because it satisfies the condition that the residual vibration is zero when there is no error in the modelled frequency. ZV shapers are analogous to posicast control and they are also very sensitive to modelling errors and nonlinearities. To demonstrate this assessment the amplitude of the residual V(ω, ζ) vibration can be plotted as a function of the frequency modelling error. Figure 4 (a) shows such a sensitivity curve for the ZV shaper. Notice that the residual vibration of the ZV shaper increases rapidly as the actual frequency deviates from the modeling frequency. This primary Input Shaping became a useful tool for many real systems when a method for incorporating robustness was developed. Before dealing with such a general method, at this point the next step in the path to attain robustness is introduced which consists of using three impulses. A typical time delay filter has such impulses number and is given by the transfer function.
TDF(s) =
A Time Delay Filter is synthesized by minimizing the maximum magnitude of the transfer function in the region of uncertainty in the modelled frequency [13] . In addition as shown in Fig. 4 (a) the TDF sensitivity curve is symmetrical because the residual vibration at the boundary and the nominal frequency are equated. However the most straightforward method of attaining a Time Delay Filter with specified robustness in a frequency range is the technique of frequency sampling [14] . This method requires repeated use of the Eq. (2). In each case V(ω,ζ) is set less than or equal to a tolerable level of vibration, V tol :
(a) (b) where ω s , the sampled frequency represent the frequency where the vibration is limited. This is the general method adopted in this work. Note that as a penalty the symmetry property is lost depending on the specified frequency range to be suppressed as demonstrates Fig. 4(b) . For systems that can be modelled well mathematically, the frequency range can be calculated by simulation of the system with every expected configuration [15] .
Bob-rod pendulum dynamics
A system for which a moderately accurate dynamic model can be constructed is generally a good candidate for implementing filtered commands that do not induce vibration in its motion. A Bob-rod payload is used here because the dynamics of this system is directly related to the bob position keeping the rod moment of inertia unchanged. Fig. 7 . Limits of the insensitivity range to be considered by the frequency sampling method to limit vibration of the bob-rod mini overhead crane.
Consequently, variations in this position lead to changes in the natural frequencies. The relative wide variations in frequency make this system representative of overhead transportation systems where the natural frequency change as the payload hanging from hooks changes according to manufacturing requirements. The Fig. 5(a) shows a schematic representation of the Bob-rod pendulum planar overhead crane setup. The crane is moved by applying, force to the trolley in the y direction. A rod of length L, hangs from the trolley and supports a bob of mass m 2 attached to the rod using some type of screw. In the first approach assuming than the bob position does not change during each motion, Euler's second law leads to the equation:
peforming the cross product,
φk + mc sin ϕî + cos ϕĵ × −uî (12) t s3 -t s2 = t s4 -t s3 t s3 -t s1 = t s5 -t s3 completing this final task yields the desired differential equation
The linearized equation of motion for the system is as follows:
where ϕ is the deviation angle of the pendulum, m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the rod and the bob, x is the bob position, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and u(t) is the acceleration of the trolley. If this is the case the linearized frequency of the physical pendulum is:
At this point allowing the change in position of the Bob, the Fig. 5(b) shows the frequency values as a function of the bob position x, when the overall length of the rod is held constant at 1 m and the mass ratio also remains unchanged (in the experimental set up m 1 /m 2 = 1.78). The importance of the bob-rod effect on the frequency can be examined by comparing the dynamic response of the simple and physical pendulum as shown in Fig. 5(b) . While for the first case as the bob position increases the frequency ω s decays; for the second case the frequency of the physical pendulum increases until a maximum is reached and later decreases as the bob position gets lower. The maximum is carried out by requiring that the derivative with respect to the bob position of the frequency be equal to zero 
=
Differentiating in Eq. (16) yields
Equation (17) can be solved for x. Therefore rejecting the negative root gives the position of the bob on the rod where the natural frequency has the maximum:
Also as can be seen in Fig. 5(b) the natural frequency has a minimum when the bob is in the bottom of the rod. These results suggest that, the change of the natural frequency corresponding to the different payloads can be modelled with some bounds by the bob-rod combination by tuning the mechanical system parameters. 
Specified time delay filter for the bob-rod physical pendulum
The dependence of the natural frequency on the values of bob position leads to several advantages in generating shaped commands by the Specified Time Delay Filtering method. These advantages lie in the ability of the time delay filter designed by this method to satisfy exactly the following requirements: 1) Commands compatible with the actuator type, 2) Frequency range to be suppressed, 3) Tolerable level of vibration amplitude.
1)
Here it is considered a constant amplitude actuator type. The reference signal can take only two levels and the commands are on-off. If this is the case the amplitudes of the Time Delay Filter impulses must switch between 1 and −1:
When this filter constraint is used with step inputs leads to commands that will not exceed the magnitude of the step. This is a very good property because saturation of the actuator does not take place and also a wide variety including low cost physical actuators are amenable to implement this type of filtered commands. For these reasons it is the choice in the Bob-rod mini overhead crane set up thus a driver for the motor is not available nor installed and a simple relay performs the switching task. 2) To design a Specified Time Delay Filter the range of frequency for suppression, must be established. A significant feature of the Bob-rod pendulum is the presence of a frequency maximum. This facilitates the specification of the top frequency that coincides with such maximum. The low frequency of the insensitivity range is defined by the associated frequency to the bottom position of the bob in the rod. The Fig. 7 shows both limits of the insensitivity range.
3) The tolerable level of residual vibration amplitude V tol should not be higher than the 10% of the amplitude of the unfiltered command.
The requirements above given made up good initial guesses for the optimization routines of General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) program used here to solve constraint Eqs (10) and (19). The method requires repeated use of Eq. (10) at the five sampled frequencies where the vibration is limited. Details of the frequency sampling developed are given in Table 1 . There are multiple solutions for this set of constraints varying the number of impulses and associated times. The solution which yields the shortest delay is the unique time optimal solution. The GAMS minus solver converges for a minimum number of five impulses and a minimum Vtol level of the 8% for the frequency range to be suppressed, leading to a numerical solution for the time delay filter given by Fig. 8 .
Note that the 5 impulses are antisymmetric about the third impulse t s2 -t s1 = t s5 -t s4 , t s3 − t s2 = t s4 -t s3 . This is a well balanced solution in the sense that the total time delay and the tolerable vibration level are the shortest possible. If the last one is set too high then the time delay filter might not limit the vibration to below the desired deviation angle of the overhead crane. On the other hand if this level is set smaller, then the delay induced by the filter will be longer. The effect of the tolerable vibration level on the filter delay is shown in Fig. 9 . As can be seen as the tolerable vibration level decreases the delay induced by the filter in the command increases. For a given tolerable vibration level a small increase in insensitivity will result in a quite valuable increase in the time delay induced by the filter. As demonstrates both curves of Fig. 9 (a) for a 10% of tolerable vibration level when the frequency range width increases by 10 Hz then the time delay increase is of around 3 seconds.
When the optimal solution found is convolved with a step input of 3 seconds length, the resulting command is increased by the size of the filter (1.25 s), as shown in Fig. 9(b) .
Experimental results
The apparatus used to experimentally demonstrate the undamped bob-rod pendulum oscillations is composed of an OMRON absolute encoder EGCP-AG5C-C (resolution 256/360
• ) whose axis acts as the pin between the rod and the trolley as shown in Fig. 10(a) . This join is shown in detail in Fig. 10(b) . Also a board was built to convert the data given by the encoder in gray code into an analog signal shown in Fig. 10(c) . This sensor which supplies the signal corresponding to the deviation angle was interfaced with our computer which allows us to write our own virtual instrument to analyse the vibration.
The experimental results reinforce the notion that a frequency maximum takes place for a bob position on the rod of around 0.3 m as shown in Fig. 10(d) , while the minimum frequency corresponding to the bob position at the bottom of the rod should not be lower than 0.45 Hz according to the experimental results.
To verify the proposed SI-TD Filter the overhead crane system response to the filtered command was simulated along the trolley motion for duration of 10 seconds as shown in Fig. 11(a) . The nominal value of the natural frequency was set to 0.57 [Hz] . It can be seen that the proposed filter is robust and achieves the trolley positioning with a very low residual vibration of around the 8% as expected according to the filter design. This response is compared with the unfiltered response in Fig. 11(a) . To verify the simulation results an experiment was conducted on the mini-overhead crane (MOVC) testing the designed SI-TD Filter. The MOVC was run in a 1.5 meter horizontal line through the workspace. The collected data about the deviation from the vertical position of the bob-rod was performed by logging the absolute encoder signal. The response of the physical pendulum to the filtered and unfiltered commands can be seen in Fig. 11(b) . The unfiltered command caused an oscillation of the load of around 10
• during the motion. This type of oscillation could damage the payload in an industrial environment. It can also be seen that the SI-TD-Filtered command eliminated such oscillation of the physical pendulum. Only a small amount of vibration due to some hardware uncertainties still remains, but few objections can be made to these results.
The command generator hardware for the mini-overhead crane is based on a simple Siemens S7-214 Programmable Logic Controller as shown in Fig. 12 . Outside of the scan cycle a temporized interrupt routine with a base time of 5ms was set up. Each time the controller executes the subroutine a millisecond (ms) counter is increased. Noting that the values of the ms counter are multiples of 5 ms, a transition of the Petri network is accomplished when the ms counter reaches one of the impulse times. In each place of the Petri network the developed action simply consist in switch on or switch off an internal position memory named "mark" in the Siemens notation. A collection of marks or memory positions conducts the status of the output relay. The overall Fig. 13 shows the associated marks for each of the pulses of the filtered command. But what performs such a task activating the relay when any one of the associated marks MX.i is switched on is a conventional subroutine included in the scan cycle. Also the outputs are activated or deactivated in only one subroutine to attain a modular program for drive the gantry crane.
Conclusions
An investigation of the response of a physical pendulum to time delay filtered inputs was conducted. It was shown that the physical pendulum model is more accurate than the simple pendulum for modeling the dynamic response of overhead cranes with loads hanging from hooks. Based on the physical pendulum model a Specified Time Delay filter for an experimental mini overhead crane was synthesized. While somewhat limited in the scope by the hardware conditions placed in the system, the results provide basic insights into the successful application of the Time Delay Filtering method to overhead cranes.
